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Upon my last report to our IWV well owners I received, in return, several inquiries from 
those concerned about the possibility of law suits arising from any results of our collective 
input to the proper government levels.  I want to re-assure everyone that this collective-
input overview (not a final and/or  detailed plan) has been forwarded to the necessary gov-
ernment levels and which is positioned to now move forward within our governments’ 
own political world in order to comply with current law,  address to our problem, etc.,  for 
final, correct implementation to take place.  In other words, it is the government who is 
ultimately responsible for implementation and upon whom any legal liability rests.  My 
name is the ONLY name appearing on this work...everyone else is addressed as “we, the 
people” or “well owners of IWV.” Our conclusions of how to fix this mess was put togeth-
er by myself and is based upon research by me and all of you that shared you information, 
knowledge and personal experiences with me and without any legal implications for any-
one since any movement on our aquifer refill situation will be put into place by the legal 
and proper areas of  and by the “government.”   We, the people, ONLY share our research 
conclusions and also share copies of documented proof of from where the problem started, 
progressed to today and why we reach such conclusions.  
 
No one was paid, hired or compensated in any way for any input or collected documenta-
tion.  I’m still shaking my head at our IWVGWA’s paying Stetson Engineering for man-
agement and other services at the rate of $240.00 per hour the last I saw documented and 
including their recommendation that we residents of IWV should pay to import our own 
water at the cost of $5,000 per acre foot, said water that should have run “naturally” into 
our aquifer in the first place ...WOW!”   In addition, our local newspapers are reporting 
other outsiders being paid to continue the rhetoric which does not even start to address the 
primary source of the situation.  Again...WOW! 
 
The only costs for we here in IWV have been paid for by myself for paper, computer ink 
and electric to run same; i.e., office supplies, equipment and utilities to run same.  Oh, and 
I paid for three 2-inch binders to contain the full submission...one for my files and two for 
submission to the proper levels of government.  I am happy to donate the miniscule cost of 
materials plus my many years of accumulation of knowledge, experience, the many years 
of expertise in similar areas around the world plus my  time.  I thank all who have also do-
nated so much to our cause.  I can guarantee that “our” input, if followed in general princi-
ple, directly addresses the causes of our problem and also does create the path to an end 
result that will be  successful with a final conclusion to solving any shortage of refill to our 
aquifer caused by current “outside” invasion and diversion.   
 
We all know we cannot do anything about Mother Nature’s weather impacts, but we also 
all know that drought caused by Mother Nature is always time-limited, usually fairly short 
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and will come back to normal.  I have put the numbers together to prove how Los Angeles going to desalination and 
abandoning their two currently-existing aqueducts will re-establish natural refill with huge numbers of acre feet of water 
returning to natural flow patterns. 

NEWS FLASH! 
 
I just this morning received new information in the form of  a “Presidential Memorandum on Promoting the Reliable 
Supply and Delivery of Water in the West,”  signed by President Trump on Friday, October 19, 2018.  This is fairly gen-
eral at this point, but some requested requirements for various department studies and return of results including recom-
mendations look extremely promising.  It is eight-pages long, but I will be glad to forward a .pdf copy to anyone wishing 
same.  I can also snail mail a copy if someone wants me to do that...just send my your USPS mailing address...or call and 
give it to me if you are cautious about putting same on the internet.  
 

I can be reached at: 
lorrysda@gmail.com 

Telephone:  760-377-5579 
 .  You can download a copy of this document to printout for additional copies 

at the below link:  
http://www.sdarabians.com/IWVGWAMessExposed.pdf 

USPS mailing address, top of left-hand column. 
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